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Disclaimer:
The information shared is from my own experiences, research and training 
experiences all melded into the point of view shared today, whether written 
or oral;  not representing any official stance.  Recommend all information 
be verified and researched with your own sources for guidance.



The DNA ‘tool’ has it’s own terminology, almost like learning another language.   
Triangulation is a new set of skills to learn.  Anyone can do it but it may take 
working with it before you feel proficient in analyzing your own autosomal 
recombinant DNA data puzzle.



Who should take a DNA test?

Do you have a brick wall?
Would you like to connect with other cousins?

EVERYONE



Who should NOT take a DNA 
test?

Are you willing to learn the 
reality that DNA may reveal 
in a branch of your family?

Anyone afraid to learn of 
indiscretions that may be 
hidden



Major Types of DNA:
Y Chromosome – found only in males, 
passed from father to son line



Major Types of DNA:
Mitochondrial DNA – everyone inherits 
this from their mother



Major Types of DNA:
Autosomal DNA – Chromosomes 1-22; 
each parent contributes one half of the 
DNA to their children



Major Types of DNA:
X Chromosome – 2 in females and 1 in 
males; sons receive one chromosome 
from their mother and daughters receive 
one chromosome from each parent



Testing Companies:
Family Tree DNA – performs all 3 DNA 
tests (at-DNA, mt-DNA, Y-DNA); match list 
is easiest to analyze; has a basic 
chromosome browser

23andMe – autosomal test; tedious 
complexities to sharing; has the best 
chromosome browser

Ancestry – autosomal tests; does not 
provide a Chromosome Browser



Three companies perform the autosomal test. 
Maximize the testing by uploading to Gedmatch

There are essentially four ‘ponds’ to go fishing for matches to your DNA.  
Gedmatch allows people who have tested at any of the three companies, to 
compare their data for triangulation.



Maximize the testing by uploading to Gedmatch
One human body needs only 
be represented by one test at 
Gedmatch; if you tested at 
Ancestry, Family Tree DNA 
and 23andMe, you only need 
one of those tests to appear on 
Gedmatch.

If in doubt I recommend people 
upload the Ancestry test to 
Gedmatch.

As a general guideline, discard matches of less than 5 cM; they are 
predominately IBS and unless they follow a pattern in a family, they are to 
small to be useful for triangulation; some people discard matches of less 
than 7 cM



Autosomal DNA Terms
u Allele – each chromosome has two allele’s, one from           each 

parent
u Half-identical region (HIR) – a region of the chromosome, similar 

to an address on a specific allele
u Centimorgan (cM) – unit of measure of genetic recombination 

frequency
u Identical by Descent (IBD) – a segment of DNA found to be 

identical in two people who are related to one another due to the 
fact that this segment was passed down to both of them from a 
common ancestor.

u Identical by State (IBS) – a region of the genome where two 
people by coincidence share a matching base pair

u MRCA – Most Recent Common Ancestor shared by matches



Most Recent Common Ancestral Couple



Autosomal DNA is a snapshot of 
your ancestors

u Each individual is the reflection of the randomly recombined 
DNA of their parents.  Each parent has the randomly 
recombined DNA of their ancestors.

u Each sibling in a family is a unique reflection of their 
ancestors.



Autosomal DNA is a snapshot of your 
ancestors

The significance is the overlapping segments were inherited from 
a specific ancestor that you share.



Autosomal DNA is a snapshot of 
your ancestors
My grandmother Pfau is 
no longer living to test 
but my father’s DNA 
reveals that he inherited 
the segment on 
Chromosome 2 so I 
know she had that.

The 3D Chromosome Browser showed my 
son had a segment on 2 but my name didn’t 
appear so I did a one to one compare and 
lower the threshold to 2 cm.  Now I see that it 
is listed as only 4.2 cM but high SNP’s so I 
add that line in yellow.



Odds of Matching a Relative in an 
Autosomal Database 

u1st cousin or closer:  100%
u2nd cousin:  >99%
u3rd cousin:  about 90%
u4th cousin:  >50%
u5th cousin:  >10%
u6th cousin:  0-2%



What will not come with your 
DNA results?

Charts telling you 
how you are 
related do not 
come with the 
results as a 
package.



Who might you match?

Where did this DNA 
come from back in 
time?



Graphic borrowed from Tim Janzen



Graphic borrowed from Lisa R Franklin



What does it look like?
Family Tree DNA



What does it look like?
Family Tree DNA



What does it look like?
23andMe



What does it look like?
Ancestry



What does it look like?
Gedmatch

The one to many list – of your closest 1,500 matches



Now we have data – what does it tell us?

Imagine your ancestors were sitting at the table and each was willing to 
contribute ‘pieces’ to your puzzle – those pieces do not come with 
pedigree charts attached.  Instead they match other cousins who have 
research on their families.  By collaborating you put the puzzle together.



Case study on how we might determine a 
relationship
The hypothesis was that my gr-grandmother, Mary 
Schmidt Pfau Hack Woelke, was related to the 
families in North Howell, enumerated in the 1910 
census near her home.  The lowest one on the 
census page was her brother.  The one in the 
middle was unknown but in working with a 
descendant of that family, he confirmed that his 
ancestors also emigrated from Pankota, Arad, 
Hungary.





DNA Testing of Descendants and 
uploaded to Gedmatch



DNA Testing of Descendants and 
uploaded to Gedmatch

The hypothesis is supported – the pink shaded 
match on Chromosome 2 shows that Ann Pfau 
had a segment there that her brothers do not, as 
well as the one on Chromosome 14.  She may not 
have had the one on Chromosome 15.



DNA Testing of Descendants and 
uploaded to Gedmatch

The total shared cM helps guide where you look in 
your pedigree chart for the Most Recent Common 
Ancestor (MRCA). Uncle T has the strongest cM of 
18.6 while his brother retained 5.5 cM. The sister 
had to have more than 12.1 as that is what one of 
her sons retained but most likely she had 17.6 cM
or more because her two sons inherited different 
segments.

The three Sproed siblings have no 
shared cM – the segments have 
diminished as they descended 
generationally.



Knowing where to look in your pedigree

The cM ranges referenced in the top boxes are the Total 
cM shared between two DNA tested relatives.  The 
intent is to guide one to which generation to be looking 
at for the shared ancestors.  If in doubt move back 
another generation.  

Once the distance is past 4th cousins, the cM diminishes 
less predictably so you need to look anywhere between 
5th-8th generations back.



Looking for others to collaborate with
Review your match list for those that appear ‘new’ each month.  On FTDNA the 
data can be sorted by Match Date.  This match is to another researcher whose 
family came from ‘Romania’.  We now are looking closer at the Schmidt branches 
as the likely family we share as that was the maiden name of her ancestor.

Other clues are in the DNA that can be explored.

The SHOW FULL VIEW is a toggle option to drop down a menu below 
the name and provide a way to automatically add to the Chromosome 
Browser, 5 kits at a time.  The Green shaded tree icon reveals if they 
have a tree loaded to the FTDNA website.



Looking for others to collaborate with
When you look at a match in Full View you can follow three steps to review for DNA 
clues:  
1. Click on Compare in Chromosome Browser for the person you begin with
2. Click on the Common Matches or intersecting arrows to get a list of the matches 

you share in common with this match profile
3. In the list that opens add 4 more of them to Compare in the Chromosome 

Browser – look above the list and select the COMPARE arrow



Looking for others to collaborate with
In the Chromosome Browser look for which profiles share the same HIR

Remember that the person 
you started from (Uncle T 
Pfau) is the underlying 
‘blanket’ that these 
matches appear against.  
His brother, Uncle P Pfau 
has magenta lines as they 
closely related.  Look at 19 
– That is where SM and 
Robert M B share an 
ancestor with these 
brothers.



Autosomal DNA is a snapshot of your 
ancestors

The significance is the overlapping segments were inherited from a specific 
ancestor that you share.

This is the Autosomal Segment Analyzer tool at www.DNAGEDCOM.com



A MRCA chart helps us track the known lines of descendancy



A MRCA chart helps us track the known lines of descendancy

Ancestry – DNA Circles are similar to 
MRCA charts



Ancestry – Shaky Leaf clues to 
MRCA



A different example
Begin with the match list – take the strongest match and compare in one to one 
compare.

The other brother shares one segment



Another Example
Working with Adoptee’s helps you hone your skills 



Another Example
Working with Adoptee’s helps you hone your skills 



Additional Resources for learning
The  articles  by  Steve  P.  Morse  about  DNA  – From  DNA  to  Genetic  Genealogy and  
Genealogy  Beyond  the  Y-Chromosome are  the  best  basics  to  learn  about  the  topic.
A  book,  Genetic  Genealogy, expands  on  the  basics;;  available  on  Emily's  blog  page  

http://genealem-geneticgenealogy.blogspot.com/
Make  an  ahnentafel (a  text  format  for  a  pedigree)  to  share  with  matches.  
Websites:   Gedmatch www.Gedmatch.com

DNAGedcom       www.dnagedcom.com
A  Beginner’s  Guide  to  Genetic  Genealogy by  Kelly  Wheaton
An  article  about  how  the  X  Chromosome  patterns

http://linealarboretum.blogspot.ca/2012/11/phasing-x-chromosome.html
Some  other  sites  that  are  helpful  to  genetic  genealogy  are:

http://dna-explained.com/
http://www.yourgeneticgenealogist.com/
http://www.thegeneticgenealogist.com/
http://throughthetreesblog.tumblr.com/

Family  Tree  DNA  Webinars: https://www.familytreedna.com/learn/ftdna/webinars/
A  software  link  to  Genome  Mate  Pro: https://www.genomemate.org/
A  video  provides  a  general  overview  – Autosomal  DNA:  A  step  by  step  approach at

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=1055&v=Jtpe6u2J5ps
Medical  Information  – High  Level  Screening:  https://www.promethease.com



Ahnentafel vs Pedigree Chart



Writing Queries
u Subject: Begin with the company where you found their match
u Include details about Kit or Name you matched
u Attach an ahnentafel or include a link to your online pedigree
u Make your emails individual or to a limited group who triangulate 

at a specific Chromosome HIR (address)

Subject Examples:  
FTDNA Match D Uncle P Pfau to M Mouse
Gedmatch F123456 D Uncle P Pfau to M123456 M Mouse



Additional Links

Comparing the Major DNA Testing Companies by Dr. Tim Janzen 
presented at the Genealogical Forum of Oregon 15 Mar 2015 May be 
downloaded from http://tinyurl.com/mpktlje

Chromosome Mapping and Autosomal DNA Analysis by Dr. Tim 
Janzen presented at the African American Society of Northern California 
11 Apr 2015 May be downloaded from http://tinyurl.com/n74oovt


